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ABSTRACT
In this project, we propose a distributed architecture which
supports metadata extraction by exploring interaction mech-
anisms among users and content. The interaction activity
addressed in this work is related to peer-level annotation,
where any user acts as author, being able to enrich the con-
tent by making annotations, using, for instance, pen-based
devices. The exploration of interaction mechanisms men-
tioned here will be implemented as services compositions,
as well as the provision of adaptation tasks, so that users
will be able to use portable devices to access and interact
with multimedia content.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
J.9 [Mobile Applications]: Multimedia applications and
multimedia signal processing; I.2.13 [Artificial Intelligence]:
Knowledge Management—Knowledge personalization and cus-
tomization, knowledge acquisition, knowledge modeling

General Terms
Design

Keywords
Personalization, adaptation, interaction, services composi-
tion, peer-level annotation.

1. INTRODUCTION
One of the greatest advantages that digital television has

brought to users is the capability to interact with the con-
tent [15]. This affirmative can be supported if we look at
the huge advances of the web, whose main characteristic is
the interactive scenario where users are able to choose alter-
native navigation paths, explore different pieces of informa-
tion and click on related links they wonder to check. The
interaction with multimedia content, in special, is obtaining
extra development efforts, because of the recent availability

of web-based authoring tools, such as YouTube, Facebook,
etc. Those tools have changed the user-consumer role into a
user-producer role, enabling any user to create multimedia
content and make it available on the web.

In parallel with the development of interactive web appli-
cations, it is becoming usual the use of portable and mobile
devices to access multimedia content. This is due to the in-
creasing processing power of those devices and because mul-
timedia content can be manipulated in the sense of being
adapted according to some particular situation. This last
possibility, indeed, is issue of the content adaptation and
personalization research area, whose adaptation is defined
by Lum & Lau [12] as the applications’ ability to choose
the best version of the content to be successfully accessed
by users with devices containing restricted capabilities. The
personalization, in turn, is defined by Barrios et al. [4] as a
particular case of multimedia adaptation where the data is
adapted according to the needs and preferences of a specific
user.

The multimedia adaptation and personalization, the use
of portable devices, and the interaction functionalities have
a relationship that is worth to consider. Firstly, users are
more likely to interact with the content if they are using
portable devices. Secondly, to make annotations onto mul-
timedia content using portable devices, it is needed some
kind of content adaptation, so that it can be successfully
accessed and annotated by the users [12]. Lastly, as per-
sonalization services provide adapted content according to
a user’s preferences and needs, which may require a pre-
vious semantic knowledge about the environment in order
to decide the best version of the content, the extraction of
this high level information may be better accomplished if we
explore some clues given by the user at the interaction time.

The interaction itself, as argued by some authors [7], can
be classified in content consumption, setting selection, nav-
igation/selection and authoring. This last category, as pre-
viously mentioned, obtains extra attention from users as it
allows them to act as content providers and personalize the
data, adding valuable metadata as additional information
semantically related.

Usually, the authoring process can be done following two
different approaches [5]: hierarchical, which provides infor-
mation about specific media items with the objective to be
searched or analyzed. One example could be metadata re-
ferring a movie, such as title, producer, list of actors, etc.
The second authoring approach is called peer-level annota-
tion, and can be accomplished by any person. One example
mentioned by Cesar et al. [7] is the highlight of an actor’s



text name using electronic ink. Two main characteristics of
this level of annotation are that it does not follow a restric-
tive vocabulary [7], and that usually the annotation is made
using portable devices, which have limited capabilities.

The need of semantic metadata to create personalization
services certainly can be supported by hierarchical content
authoring; however, the literature [1][18] reports that the job
of annotating is time-consuming. Furthermore, producers
will annotate certain characteristics that he/she subjectively
thinks it is important for future applications.

Consequently, the exploration of peer-level annotation may
minimize the hierarchical problems mentioned above. Firstly,
the time-consuming question can be partially solved if mul-
tiple users dedicate collaborative effort to the same content.
Secondly, the subjective choice of different aspects of the
content to be annotated has a slighter drawback if we con-
sider that the information extracted by the user interaction
will be used for personalization services, which, in turn, will
benefit the same user or set of buddies that usually shares
the same preferences.

However, the use of peer-level annotation brings chal-
lenges that need further research. One of them is the fact
that interaction between user and content can be done in dif-
ferent ways. Thus, a number of techniques must be available
in order to analyze the interactive scenario and find valuable
information that can be considered metadata. This set of
techniques, indeed, sometimes needs to be combined with
each other depending on the interaction activity executed
by the user in a given period.

Another challenge is the provision of adaptation services,
together with interaction functionalities, that must be con-
sidered when peer-level annotation is accomplished using
portable devices. In this case, the complexity increases at
the moment that the content to be accessed by the user
has time constraints, such as interaction’s response time or
real-time applications.

Lastly, the peer-level has the characteristic of not follow-
ing a restrictive vocabulary; consequently, algorithms to con-
vert interaction-based extracted data into a representative
format must be developed.

2. OBJECTIVES
As users usually enjoy to interact with the content, mak-

ing personal annotations, using, for instance, pen-based de-
vices, and maybe they wish to share those annotations with
friends, this project proposes a distributed architecture with
services compositions to support automatic metadata cre-
ation based on peer-level annotation at user/content inter-
action time. This information will, in turn, act as meaning-
ful metadata for application scenarios, such as multimedia
personalization. The main advantage of this approach is
that users won’t be bored as they usually do when using
human-assisted tools to create content metadata, because
they will be enriching the content without worrying about
the true application’s intention behind the interface. When
necessary, the system will also be able to combine and use
adaptation services to make possible the access of multime-
dia content using portable devices.

Considering the challenges of using peer-level annotation
to extract metadata, the proposed architecture will address
them as following:

• Combine different techniques (or services) that explore

particular interaction aspects and adaptation proce-
dures, such as handwriting recognitions, highlighted
object segmentation, low-level features extraction, mul-
timedia content transcoding and transmoding, etc.

• Isolate the unrestrictive annotation vocabulary by ad-
ding a representation model for metadata extracted
from the interaction. This modeled information will
then be available to any application that wishes to use
them for personalization tasks.

3. RELATED WORK
The generation of metadata is a time-consuming task, and

hence, should not be delegated only to content providers, as
more content will be available each day. In addition, some
authors report that users are usually loath to do manual
annotation, and also, automatic analysis doesn’t reach pow-
erful results for the applications’ goals which are wanted to
have [19][6]. Consequently, the insertion of consumers into
the metadata authoring process is a interesting design plan,
being mentioned by many publications available on the lit-
erature.

Nack & Putz (2001) [17] and Gemmell et al. (2005) [11]
use additional equipment and processing capabilities to cap-
ture conceptual dependencies at specific times of video cre-
ation. If on the one hand metadata can be extracted from
these supporting technologies, on the other hand the user
must be able to handle all the computational environment.

Considering this drawback about the need of user inter-
vention, some pieces of work explore the fully automated
metadata extraction activity. Lots of authors have published
work that proposes techniques to gather related information
about the content. Venkatesh et al. (2008) [19] cite some
ways to extract this information; however, most techniques
has good performance only in specific video domains.

As an attempt to solve the specific video domain prob-
lem, some authors [9] have published papers that deal with
media aesthetic [20], which is a study and analysis of me-
dia elements such as lighting, motion, color, and sound both
by themselves and their roles in synthesizing effective pro-
ductions. However, each person will interpret the content
information in a different way, and thus, users which don’t
have the same sensori-emotional values as those defined by
the technique will have the possibility to not being satisfied.

Considering the fact previously mentioned that users may
have different reactions for the same content, some work
tries to model the user behavior in order to achieve seman-
tic information extracted from multimedia content. Most
work [10][8] models the user activity; however, they do not
study the user annotation when interacting with the content.

Following research that deals with user models, authors
have focused on user-centered approaches in order to pro-
vide personalization tasks according to personal preferences.
Some publications, for instance, propose techniques based
on personal traits [2]; but required mapping between user’s
preferences and audiovisual content features is not a trivial
task to be accomplished.

Visual features, in special, are used in [3] in order to im-
prove the metadata generation in a collaborative way. How-
ever, more study is necessary in order to determine when
and how collaborative authoring and automatic metadata
extraction can be all combined [19].

For collaborative work, user-produced data must be avail-



able for sharing in a way to be explored by applications.
Content enrichment is explored in an architecture proposed
by Cesar et al. (2006) [7] which supports authoring of addi-
tional information by users, and sharing of this data among
users; however, no metadata is created by exploring the ad-
ditional content which is inserted by the user.

At this point, considering the state of art previously de-
picted, it is possible to note that the use of peer-level annota-
tions is suitable to extract meaningful metadata from mul-
timedia content. The main techniques’ limitations, which
were described in this section, and that can be further ex-
plored are: i) the lack of techniques that use collabora-
tive work from different people to annotate content; ii) the
time-consuming efforts to author metadata; iii) the content-
centered approach which generalizes user’s perceptions at
visualization time; and iv) the domain-specific techniques
which are supposed to be fully automatic.

4. METHODOLOGY
The methodology, in this text, is defined as the descrip-

tion of how the project could be developed. Firstly, this
section depicts a set of techniques that can be used to ex-
tract metadata by exploring peer-level annotation. Lastly,
an initial version of the architecture is presented, which can
contribute to better understand the purposes of the work,
and how they will be achieved. It is important to mention
that partial results of the ideas presented here are already
available on a publication [13].

4.1 Metadata Extraction
In the following subsections, we selected a set of issues

that can be used to gather additional information from the
user as he/she is interacting with the content.

4.1.1 Individual frame(s) or scene(s) chosen by the
user to annotate

Low-level characteristics of chosen frames/scenes gathered
from a video sequence may give information about content
that is interesting to the user. These low-level characteristics
may include histograms and color information, motion-field
among successive frames, presence or absence of specific ob-
jects, etc.

Furthermore, users may restrict the access of specific scenes,
once it may contain, for instance, inappropriate content for
their children, or it may contain subjects that are out of
scope of their preferences. Using classification techniques [14]
[16], it is possible to define what kind of content will prob-
ably be denied or accepted by the user.

4.1.2 Annotation gestures and assistive segmentation
Related work about object segmentation usually has draw-

backs, such as over-segmentation, when using those tech-
niques to extract objects of interest without user’s assis-
tance. As users normally make annotations near interesting
objects, some algorithm may be developed to assist the seg-
mentation procedure in the sense of finding a relationship
between the wanted object and the annotations nearby. As
soon as the interesting object is extracted, the personaliza-
tion task, in turn, may be beneficed by object recognition
and feature extraction algorithms.

When considering only the annotation activity itself, some
handwritings’ characteristics, such as shape, intensity and

Figure 1: Proposed architecture for peer-level-based

personalization.

speed, may give information about the user’s sensation, feel-
ing and level of interest about the content. For instance,
circumferences around a specific area may imply that an
important piece of information is present into that circle.

4.1.3 Content sharing among users, documents and
interfaces

Usually, users have friends with similar tastes. Shared in-
formation gathered from a buddy may be used as additional
medatada to identify the user’s preferences. Discovering this
relationship by comparing related documents may also in-
form what subject has triggered the user’s attention, and
hence, personalization tasks may explore this data in order
to provide content according to user’s tastes.

In addition, together with handwriting recognition, a num-
ber of different interfaces may be used for interaction. Voice
recognizers, mobile phones, remote controls, tablet augmen-
ters, etc., all of them have specific characteristics that can
be analyzed in order to extract information about the user’s
preferences.

4.2 Initial Architecture
According to the different peer-level-based metadata ex-

traction methods that were depicted in last subsection, we
describe in this subsection an architecture that gives support
to the exploration of interaction capabilities among user and
content. Figure 1 presents the overall schema. Users may
use personal devices, together with the standard digital tele-
visor device in order to watch the presentation, at the same
time that he/she is able to capture a frame, and make anno-
tations using, for instance, a pen-based device (Figure 1 (a)).
The interaction activity is monitored by a set of techniques
that stores locally specific data, such as characteristics of
frames (histograms, color level, etc.), captured frames IDs
and timestamps from scenes, coordinates of strokes, recog-
nized handwritings, etc. All this information is classified
into different layers, represented by the blocks composing
the inverted pyramid in Figure 1 (b)-(g), which, in turn,
represents the required knowledge about the content.

The whole set of techniques corresponds to a services com-
position schema (Figure 1 (h)), which is controlled by a
metadata server, responsible to manage, collect and store
in a representation model valuable information about the



interaction activity among user and content (Figure 1 (i)).
One example of such composition is the combination of seg-
mented scenes with the annotations made onto a specific
frame; this association, specially, is done by the comparison
of the timestamps present in all media.

After all metadata is available in the representation model,
the engine module (Figure 1 (j)) processes the data, creat-
ing the means for personalization services (Figure 1 (k)).
Therefore, when the user interacts with the content, the ar-
chitecture is able to extract metadata from specific informa-
tion that is generated by the techniques. The metadata, in
turn, is used to inform content providers about user’s prefer-
ences that can be later explored to support personalization
services.

The multimedia content that is transmitted from the con-
tent providers, which can be in its original form or personal-
ized, is also processed by an adaptation procedure (Figure 1
(l)). Firstly, this step considers the collection of context in-
formation from the environment, and later, the multimedia
stream is adapted using a set of composite services managed
by an adaptation server.

5. EXPECTED RESULTS
Among the expected results of this project, we can high-

light the following:

1. Implementation of a prototype that adapts and person-
alizes multimedia content according to environment’s
restrictions and user’s preferences.

2. Interaction capabilities between adapted/personalized
content and users, using different devices.

3. Possibility to extend the system by adding new adap-
tation and/or personalization services.
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